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An excerpt from God and the World: A Conversation with Peter Seewald (Ignatius Press, 2002), by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, pages 332-36, 333. Print-friendly version. Seewald: We are used to thinking of suffering as something we try to avoid at all costs. And there is nothing that many societies get more angry about than the Christian idea that one should bear with pain, should endure suffering, should even sometimes give oneself up to it, in order thereby to overcome it. "Suffering", John Paul II believes, "is a part of the mystery of being human." Why is this? Cardinal Ratzinger: You are about to have a conversation with God. Yes, yes. I know...that's not possible. These conversations are still going on as I write this. And much of it is found on the pages which follow...pages which contain an astounding dialogue which at first I disbeliefed, then assumed to be of personal value, but which I now understand was meant for more than just me. It was meant for you and everyone else who has come to this material. Especially this you ignore. Your world would not be in its present condition were you to have simply listened to your experience. The result of your not listening to your experience is that you keep re-living it, over and over again. For My purpose will not be thwarted, nor My will be ignored. The veteran German journalist Peter Seewald first met Joseph Ratzinger nearly thirty years ago. Since then he has published two best-selling book length interviews with Cardinal Ratzinger-Salt of the Earth: An Exclusive Interview on the State of the Church at the End of the Millennium and God and the World: Believing and Living in Our Time-as well as 2010's Light of the World: The Pope, The Church and the Signs Of The Times. Ratzinger made it easy for me to strike up a conversation with him. We sat down and started talking. I simply asked him how he was doing. Seewald: It was because of the way the world's youngest theology professor held lectures. The students listened attentively. Because of the tremendous reception those books received, the Cardinal agreed to do another interview with journalist Peter Seewald, who had done the very popular Salt of the Earth interview. This third in-depth interview addresses deep questions of faith and the living of that faith in the modern world. The interview took place over three full days spent at the Benedictine Abbey of Monte Cassino in a setting of the silence, prayer, and hospitality of the monks. For this meeting with the highly regarded Churchman, theologian, and author, the seasoned journalist, who had fallen away from the faith by Benedictus XVI, Peter Seewald (Autor). Members. Reviews. Because of the tremendous reception those books received, the Cardinal agreed to do another interview with journalist Peter Seewald, who had done the very popular Salt of the Earth interview. This third in-depth interview addresses deep questions of faith and the living of that faith in the modern world. The interview took place over three full days spent at the Benedictine Abbey of Monte Cassino in a setting of the silence, prayer, and hospitality of the monks.
Joseph Ratzinger, Peter Seewald, Henry Taylor. During his years as Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, well-known Vatican prelate Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger has given three in-depth interviews. The first two interviews have become best selling books: The Ratzinger Report and Salt of the Earth. Because of the tremendous reception those books received, the Cardinal agreed to do another interview with journalist Peter Seewald, who had done the very popular Salt of the Earth interview. This third in-depth interview addresses deep questions of faith and the living of that faith. Peter Seewald is a veteran German journalist who has done two other internationally best-selling book length interviews with Joseph Ratzinger (now Benedict XVI): Salt of the Earth and God and the World. He is also the author of Benedict XVI: An Intimate Portrait, and the photo-biography, Pope Benedict XVI: Servant of the Truth.

Why God created people that will end in Hell? and many other basic and natural questions of things that might seem absurd coming from a Loving Father. The edition has a very good size to make a nice reading, though because it is thick, it is not recommended for travelling around with it, but it is great to have it at home to consult it when a question arouses or reading it thoroughly. Read more. 2 people found this helpful.

The veteran German journalist Peter Seewald first met Joseph Ratzinger nearly thirty years ago. Since then he has published two best-selling book length interviews with Cardinal Ratzinger—Salt of the Earth: An Exclusive Interview on the State of the Church at the End of the Millennium and God and the World: Believing and Living in Our Time—as well as 2010’s Light of the World: The Pope, The Church and the Signs Of The Times. Ratzinger made it easy for me to strike up a conversation with him. We sat down and started talking. I simply asked him how he was doing.

Seewald: It was because of the way the world’s youngest theology professor held lectures. The students listened attentively. Therefore, God handed them over to impurity through the lusts of their hearts for the mutual degradation of their bodies. They exchanged the truth of God for a lie and revered and worshiped the creature rather than the creator, who is blessed forever. (Rom 1:24-25). The voice of truth that restrains men from their passions by calling them to repentance and back to the right path, has been entrusted to the Church. 

—POPE BENEDICT XVI, Light of the World, A Conversation with Peter Seewald, p. 52.

A new world order in itself is not necessarily evil; but if truth is rejected and the Church who proclaims it will ultimately lead to the acceptance of the one whom Jesus calls the father of lies. [11]cf. John 8:44. Because of the tremendous reception those books received, the Cardinal agreed to do another interview with journalist Peter Seewald, who had done the very popular Salt of the Earth interview. This third in-depth interview addresses deep questions of faith and the living of that faith in the modern world. The interview took place over three full days spent at the Benedictine Abbey of Monte Cassino in a setting of the silence, prayer, and hospitality of the monks. For this meeting with the highly regarded Churchman, theologian, and author, the seasoned journalist, who had fallen away from the faith...
Pope Benedict XVI, as Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, gave an interview to Peter Seewald a few years before the turn of the millennium, in a book entitled ‘Salt of the Earth’. A few years after the turn of the millennium, Seewald followed up this earlier publication with this book, ‘God and the World’. In it, Seewald take a bit more of a systematic approach to discussing theological topics. In the first section, the Prologue, Seewald continues in a vein similar to the earlier book, asking questions that are both academic and personal, discussing issues of faith, vocation, myster.

Peter Seewald is a veteran German journalist who has done two other internationally best-selling book length interviews with Joseph Ratzinger (now Benedict XVI): Salt of the Earth and God and the World. He is also the author of Benedict XVI: An Intimate Portrait, and the photo-biography, Pope Benedict XVI: Servant of the Truth. Why God created people that will end in Hell? and many other basic and natural questions of things that might seem absurd coming from a Loving Father. The edition has a very good size to make a nice reading, though because it is thick, it is not recommended for travelling around with it, but it is great to have it at home to consult it when a question arouses or reading it thoroughly. Read more. 2 people found this helpful.